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      AIR NATIONAL GUARD (ANG) 
ACTIVE DUTY FOR OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (ADOS) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
 

IAW the ADOS Application Procedures 

Please submit complete ADOS applications as 1 PDF to usaf.jbanafw.ngb-hr.mbx.HR-ADOS@mail.mil 

 

 

If unable to encrypt or the application is over 4MB, please forward via https://safe.amrdec.army.mil/safe/   

to the above address 

 

ANNOUNCEMENT NUMBER:    18-115 

 

CLOSE OUT DATE:     Open until Filled 

 

POSITION TITLE:    Aerospace Control Alert (ACA) Functional Area Manager 

(FAM) 

 

POSITION INFORMATION:  Length:  30 Sep 18  

      Tour intent is three years 

Pending Funding and Airman’s continued eligibility.   

 ADOS, Title 10 - 12301d 

 
 

RANK/GRADE REQUIREMENT:   O4-O5 

 

AFSC REQUIREMENT:     11F3X 
 

LOCATION:   ANGRC, JB Andrews, MD or Virtual Staff at home unit 

 

WHO MAY APPLY:      Qualified ANG members only 

  
 POC Position:  Lt Col David R. Wright, NGB A23610OC 

 

Position Description (Duty Description): 

 

The ACA FAM is the ANG Action Officer responsible for management and oversight of all ANG Homeland 

Defense ACA fighter operations, including CONUS and OCONUS tasked ANG F-15, F-16, and F-22 weapons 

systems.  The overall mission of the ACA FAM is to ensure 100% effective execution of the Aerospace Control 
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Alert mission through accurate, timely, and appropriate resourcing; proactive relationship building; and effective 

monitoring of all ANG ACA fighter assets.  Additionally, the ACA FAM provides guidance to NGB leadership 

and ANG units on all issues related to ACA.  The Officer is responsible for issuing planning and execution 

guidance to ANG units concerning doctrine, employment, deployment, and configurations, in 

conjunction/coordination with NORTHCOM, NORAD, HAF and ACC guidance.  Continuous involvement in the 

war planning process is essential to accomplishing the Air National Guard’s Homeland Defense mission.  Scope 

includes providing aviation planning policy level overview and liaison with USAF/MAJCOM planners, to ensure 

ANG unit integrity within the objectives of wartime tasking.  Officer is responsible for management and oversight 

of the ANG ACA fighter mission funding, including the Planning, Programming, Budget and Execution (PPBE) 

and ANG-specific resource allocation processes.   

Justification: 

 

The Aerospace Control Alert Functional Area Manager at NGB is a critical position and must continue to be filled 

in order to ensure successful execution of the Homeland Defense mission.  The knowledge, skills, and abilities of 

the ACA FAM are extremely important to the ACA enterprise and the defense of our nation.  According to our 

current National Military Strategy, the security of the US and its citizens and the survival of the Nation are at the 

top of our National Interests.  Additionally, the number one National Military Objective is to deter, deny, and 

defeat state adversaries.  The defense of the United States is a “no fail mission” and the ACA FAM plays a critical 

part in ensuring its success.  


